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.. L Introduction. In this note we obtain a characterization of a multivariate 
wide-sense Markov process and study its applications. As an immediate cons~quence 
of it, we derive in Section 3 a partial converse to a recent theorem of F. J. 
Beutler [1]. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the representations of purely 
non-deterministic (not necessarily stationary) processes which generalize the 
main theorem of J. L. Doob [5] on stationary Gaussian Markov processes. It is 
proved that the multiplicity of a q-variate Wide-sense Markov process does not 
exceed q. The comparison with the above-mentioned work of Doob is carried out 
in Section 5. In studying these representations we make extensive use of the 
multiplicity theory of stochastic processes as developed by H. Cramer ([2], [3]~ 
See aiso G. Kallianpur and the author [7]). Since it is basic to the understanding 
of the results of this note we devote the next Section to recalling some known 
results and notation of the theory. 
2. Multivariate second order processes and associated subspaces. Let (~t} 
(-co< t < -too) denote a second order q-variate continuous parameter process; 
i.e., for each t, ~t is a colunm vector (x1(t), .•. ,xq(t))* such that Elxi(t)l 2 
is finite (i = 1,2, •.• ,q). If L2(n,P) is the Hilbert-space of the complex-
valued square integrable functions on the basic probability space (O,P), we 
can regard for each (i,t), x1(t) as an element of L2(n,P). We associate with 
(~t) the following subspaces of L2(n,P). 
The "past" and "present" of the process up to t, is the subspace L2(~;t) 
generated by the random variables (xi ( T) i = 1,2, ••• ,q, T ~ t) • The "remote 
past" of the process L2(~;-co) is the intersection of L2(~;t) for all real t 
and the space of the process L2(~) is the smallest subspace of L2(n,P) con-
taining all L2(!;t) for each t. 
Definition 2,1~ A q-variate second order process (~t) is deterministic if 
L2(~;-co) = i 2(~) and is purely non-deterministic L2 (~; -co) = (0) . 







.,H. Cramir [3] has obtained the following representation, 
(2 .1) 
where {z1 { u), -oo < u < +co) { i = 1,2, ••• ,M) are mutualJy orthogonal processes of 
orthogonal increments with covariance ·.measure pi (D.) = e I zi (.6.) 12 , 
is .. :finite, :.and. M .which is at most countable is called the multiplicity of the 
representation. In case ~t is stationary process it is proved in [7] that 
M is equal to the rank of the process. 
Before we conclude this section we want to introduce the idea of direct-
product Hilbert spaces. If His a Hilbert-space we shall mean by H(q) the 
space of all vectors ~ = {h1,h2 , ... ,h4) where for each i, hie H. In H(q) 
is introduced a norm 111.!!111 · = J;r I lhi I I~ and an inner product given by the 
1 
Gramian matrix [h,h*] = (( < hi,hj >H )). A linear manifold in H(q) is a non-
void subset ··ni of H( q) such that if ~'~ I e TY:! then Ah + Bh I e ·~;fi for 
all qXq matrices A,B. A subspace of H(q) is a linear manifold closed under 
the topology 111 111 · We recall here a lemma due to N. Wiener and P. Masani [ 10] 
which proves the existence of the projection of an element hand gives its 
structure. 
Lemma WM {Lemma 5.8 [10]) (a). If 7}l is a subspace of H(q) then there 
exists a subspace .Al of H such that ·01,= J(J 4), where J{.,,~q) denotes the 
Cartisian product ri(@ ... ®J(with q-factors. CJU.~ is a set of all components 
of all elements in l?'J:. . 
(b). If 7Y1:_ is a subspace of H(q) and ~ e H(q), then there is a unique 
h' e ne, such that 111~-~· 111 ~ 111~-!111 for ~11 ! Em. For this~·' 
hi = ~ hi 4/Vl being as in (a). An element h' satisfies ·preceding condition 
iff .:I,!!-~',!] = O for all! el7t. The part (c), (d), and (e) of the original 
lemma are omitted since they won't be re~erred here. 
Definition 2.2 The unique element~· of Lemma WM (b) is called:the orthogonal 





·3. Wide-sense Markov process and its characterization. Let ~t be a q-variate 
second order stochastic process. Then x e L(q){x). We now introduce multi-
-t 2 -
variate wide-sense martingale and Markov process as an extension of the similar 
concepts due to J. Doob in univariate case {see Doob [4], pp. 164, 90). 
Definition 2.1. a) A q-variate process {~t} {-co< t < -+<x>) is a wide-
sense martingale if for each t, (~tlL~q)(~;s)) = ~s for s < t. 
b) A process (~t} is called side-sense Markov if for each t, (~tlL~q)l(~;s)) = 
(~t l~s) • 
The assumption (D) given below will be made throughout this paper. 
(D.1) ~t-process is continuous in q. m., i.e., 
lim 111 ~t - ~s 111 = O • 
s~t 
(D.2) For all t, s real the covariance matrix r(t,s) is non-singular. 
The assumption (D.2) and the definition of wide-sense Markov process imply 
(~tlL~q)(~;s) = A(t,s)~s where the matrix A{t,s) is given by A(t,s) = r(t,s)r-1(s,s) 
for s ~ t. The function A(t,s) is called a transition matrix function and is 
defined only for s ~ t. Observe that if ~t is wide-sense Markov then for 
s ~ t ~ u ;A(u~s) = A(u,t)A(t,s). 
Theorem 3.1. A q-variate second order continuous parameter process satisfying 
(D) is wide-sense Markov if and only if ~t = f(t)~t with probability one, 
where for each t, J(t) is a non-singular q X q matrix and ~t is a q-dimen-
sional wide-sense martingale such that L2(~;t) = L2{~;t). 
Proof: 
above. 
Sufficiency. Let ~t = f(t)~t where j(t) and ~t are as described 
Then for s ~ t (x IL(q)(x;s)) = (m(t)u IL(q)(x;s)) = (j(t)u IL(q)(u;s)) = 
-t 2 - .:tJ -t 2 - -t 2 
j{t)u. Since u = j-1(-s)x with probability one, we obtain that the transition 
-s -s -s 
matrix fu~ction A(t,s) = j(t}j-1(s). 
Necessity: Let ~t-process be wide-sense Markov. Then denoting by A(t,s) the 
transition matrix function we have for s ~ t, 
(x IL(q){x;s)) = A(t,s)x 
-t 2 - -s 




A(u,s) = A(u,t)A(t,s) for s ~ t ~ u. 
Let us now define, following Hida (6], for every real t, the function 
f{t) = A(t,s0) if so ~ t 
= A - 1(s0 , t) if t < so 
where s 0 is a fixed real number. We now show that for all s,t (s ~ t) real 
(3.3): 
First of all, if s < s 0 ~ t, (3.3) is a restatement of (3~2): i.e., A(t,s) = 
A(t,s0)A(s0 ,s). If s0 ~ s < t from (3.2) we have A(t,s)A(s,s0) = A(t,s0), 
i.e., A(t,s) = A(t,s0 )A-
1(s,s0 ) giving (3.3) again. Finally if s < t ~ s0 
we again get from (3.3), A(s0 ,s) = A(s 0 ,t)A(t,s) and hence A(t,s) = J(t)f- 1(s). 
f(t) is non-singular since A{t,s) is. Therefore from (3.1) and (3.3) we have 
for s < t 
(3.4): . (x IL(q)(x;s)) = w(t)w- 1(s)x with probability one. 
-t 2 - :t. :t -s 
(3.5) 
of the Theorem is now complete. 
The characterization of Theorem 3.1 will be used later to study purely 
non-deterministic wide-sense Markov processes and their multiplicity. 
However as a first application we show that if ~O = 0 and I(t) is 
differentiable, then it satisfies the following differential equation with proba-
bility one. 
~t = A( t)~t + M( t)]( t) t ~ 0 
where ](·) is a multivariate "white noise" random process and A(t) = i(t)f-1(t), 
M(t) = f(t). The equation (3.5) is to be interpreted as ~t = /A(t)~(t)dt ¼ 
/M(t)d~{t) .!lt being the "fictitious derivative" of ~t· 
Theorem 3.2. Let {~t' 0 ~ t < oo} be a wide-sense Markov process satisfying 





.then ~t satisfies equation (3.5) for t ~ 0 where ~t is a q-variate white 
0 -1 
noise process and the matrix function A(t) = i(t)f (t), M(t) = iJ!(t). The 
(3.6) 
proof of the ~µeorem follows by substituting in (3. 5) ~t- = j(t)~t-~ 
We now take up the study of covariance function of a stationary wide-sense 
M,arkov process. 
Definition 3.2. We say that a q-variate second order process {~t' -co< t < +ex>) 
is stationary if r(t,s) = [~(t),~(s)] = R(t-s). for s < t. 
By Theor~m 3.1 and the definition of wide-sense martingale we get for h ~ 0 
R(h) = * [~(t+h),~(t)] = f(t+h)J(t,t)f (t). 
Let h = O, we get 




With t = 0 in (3.6), one has 
R(h) = f(h)J(O,O)j*(o). 
Relations (3 .6) and (3 .8) imply· h ~ 0, t ~ 0 
R(h) = R(t+h)R- 1(t)R(O) 
With R1(t) = R(t)R-
1(o), (3.9) reduces to 
We prove now the following theorem 
Theorem 3.3. Let {~t) (-oo < t < oo) be a q-dimensional stationary process 
satisfying assumption (D) then it is wide-sense Markov if and only if the 
transition matrix function B(t) = etQ for t ~ 0 where B(t) = A(t,O) and 
Q is uniquely determined constant q X q matrix none of whose eigenvalues has 
positive real part. 
Proof. Necessity. We have already shown that for R(t) = R(t)R- 1(o) the equation 






















And therefore R1(t) = e (t ~ 0) is the solution of (3.10) where Q is a 
q X q constant matrix. The assumption (D.2) in addition implies that R1(t) 
is non-singular and hence Q is uniquely determined by R1(t). Since B(t) = 
R(t)R- 1(o) for t ~ 0 we have B(t) = etQ. Due to the fact that ~(t) = max ~j(t) j~q 
(where ~j(t) is jth eigenvalue of B1(t)) satisfies for all t, 
q 
l~(t)I ~ tr[R-1(o)(R-1(o))*] ( ~ Elxi(o)l 2 ) 2 it follows that the eigenvalues 
bl 
. B{t)-I . l of Q = lim-------- has non-negative rea parts • 
t~o t 
The above result was first proved by J. L. Doob [5] for Stationary Gaussian 
Markov processes. It was reproved by Beutler [1] for wide-sense Markov processes. 
We have proved it because our proof is based directly on the characterization of 
Theorem 3.1. Furthermore it brings out the form of I(t) in. stationary case 
which will be utilized in Theorem 5.1. It is also interesting to note that the 
:* fact that R(t-s) = v(~)J(s,s)v {t) could enable one to obtain a general form 
for the covariance function of stationary wide-sense Markov processes (See 
Kalmykov [ 8]). 
4. Representations of purely non-deterministic wide-sense Markov processes. 
In general representation(~.1) of Cramer {[4]) the multiplicity M is in general 
countable for non-stationary processes. We show that for a q-variate wide-sense 
Markov process satisfying (D) the nrultiplicity M is finite and is actually less 
than q. The following general 1emma will be found useful in the study of multi-
plicity theory. 
LeDlD\B, 4.1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. H1, H2 be two subspaces of 
such that H1.l. H2 and H = H{f)H2 • Suppose that {E1 ( t)} is a resolution of 
the identity in H1 and {E2(t)} is the resolution of the identity in H2 then 
the multiplicity N of {E(t)} is equal to the sum N1 + N2 of the multi-
plicit:.f.es of Ni of Ei ( t) ( i = 1,2L •;,.1h~re E( t) = E1 ( t) + E2 ( t). 
;Nl (i) Proof: H 1 = i~ 1 q;)@E 1 (~) f 1 ' ~ t! ( -oo' -f-00)} 
N2 . ( i) 




It is easy to check that E(t) is a resolution of the identity in H. Under 
the assumptions, E(6)f~k) = E1(6)f~k) for i = 1,2, k = 1,2, ••• max(N 1 ,N2 ). 
Nl+N2 




g(k) -- f2(k), k = N1+1, ••• , N1+N2 • The multiplicity of {E( t)) is therefore 
N1+N2 , The above theorem will be used to determine the multiplicity of a {in 
general) non-stationary q-variate martingale. 
Lemma 4.2. A q-variate purely nondeterministic continuous in q.m. martingale has 
multiplicity M ~ q. 
Proof. We shall prove this result for q = 2. The general proof differs only 
in induction. Let us define v1{t) = u1(t), v2(t) = (I - PL2
{ui))u2{t). Now 
where L ( t ;co) = (S~{ u1 ( T) -u1 ( t) , ·T ~ t} • Since PL2(u1) = PL2(u1 ;t) + p L(t;co) 
PL2{~;t) ul(T) = ul{t) T > t we get J, ( t ,co) __ \_ L2 (~; t) and hence u2{t)J_ T, (t,00). 
Thus PL
2
(ui;®) u2(t) = PL2(ul;t) u2(t). Now we have L2(~;t) = L2(v1;t)El).2(v2;t); 
furthermore by definition~ L2(v1 ;co).lL2 (v2 ;co). We now prove that {v2(t), -co< t < co} 
is purely non-deterministic process of orthogonal increments. The only thing one 
has to prove is that {v2(t), -co< t < 00} is a process of orthogonal increments. 
Consider PL ( . )v2(t) = PL ( . )PL ( __ ·t)eL ( ·t)u2(t) = PL ( . )u2(t) 2 v2' 8 2 v2,s ·. 2~u, 2 ul, 2 v2,s 
= PL..-_ ( • ) u2( ( t) -PL.·· ( • ) u~.( t) 2 ~,s 2 u1,s c 
The following sublemma will now complete the proof in view of Lemma 4.1. 
Sublemma A: Every purely non-deterministic {u(t), .;.oo- < t < co} untvariate proc:es~ 
,of orthogonal increments has unit multiplicity. 
Proof: Let· ·f(-r) > O 'a.e. P.
1 
where pu(t)-pu(s) = ( lu(t)-u(s)f 2 • Then 
£1 =·C f(T.)du(T) is a generating element of L2(u). 












Theorem 4.1. If x is a continuous parameter purely non-deterministic 
-t 
process satisfying assumption (D) then it is wide-sense Markov iff 
q ?1 lt 
E E Vik(t)hk .(u)dz .(u) 
~1 j=l -co J J x/t) = 
where (1) {vik(t)) (i,k = 1,2, ... ,q) are elements of the non-singular q X q 
matrix i( t), ( u)·. hk. ( ·) 
J 
for each j belong to L2 (pj) where p/6) =CI z/6) 12 
for every measurable set 6, (iii) Mis the multiplicity of ~(t) and M ~ q 
(iv) L2 (~;t) = L2(~;t). 
M ft Proof: Sufficiency. Let u.(t) = E hk.(u)dz.(u). 
l. • 1 J J J= ;..cio 
Then ~t = j( t)~t and 
i(t) is non-singular L2(~;t) = L2(~;t) = L2(=;t). Therefore Mt Mr P ( )u.(t) = P ( ) E hk .(u)dz .(u) = E hk .(u)dz .(u) = u.(s). L2 ~; s 1. L2 =; s j=l ~ J J j=l ~ J J l. 
Thus from Theorem 3.1 it follows that ~t is a wide-sense Markov process. 
Necessity. xt-process is wide-sense Markov implies from (3.1) that x = j(t)u 
- -t -t 










wide-sense· Martingale such that L2(~;t) = L2(~;t). Hence {~t' -co< t < +co) 
is a purely non-deterministic wide-sense martingale. Thus by Cram:r•s theorem 
and Lemma 4.2 we obtain that 
uk~t) = M ft E hk.(t,u)dz.(u) 
. 1 · J J J= ;..oo 
where M is the multiplicity and M ~ q . 
Since 1M l+oo ·E lhk(t,u)l 2 dp.(u) is finite for each t 
j=l -co J 
imp lies that for 
any t, s, Mlt G I uk ( t) -uk ( s ) 12 = E I hk . ( t , u) I 2 dp . ( u) -+ 0 as 
1 s J J 
s,t -+co; i.e., 
uk(fcO) exists in q.m. Therefore uk(+oo) e L2 (z) and this gives that 
M l+oo uk (+co) = E hk . ( u) dz . ( u) [See Doo b [ 4] ) . 






Thus we get the required representation for ~t satisfying the given conditions.--: 
Using the definition of a vector valued integral with respect to an ortho-
gonally scattered measure (M. Rosenberg [9]) we can write the representation in 
the vector form 
!t = j\I(t)H(u)d.=_(u) 
-00 
finite and f(t) is the non-singular matrix of Theorem 3.1 and H(u) is the 
q X M matrix function H(u) = (hkj(u)) k = 1,2, ••• ,q j = 1,2, .•• ,M. 
5. Stationary Wide-sense Markov processes: Results of Doob. It has been proved 
(See G. Kallianpur and V. Mandrekar [7]) that in case ~t is a q-variate 
purely non-deterministic stationary process continuous in q.m. 





Further [!(.6.),1(.6.')] = µ(.6./\.6.')I where I is an MXM identity matrix •. From 
the representation of Theorem 4.2 and (5.1) it follows that a stationary wide-
sense Markov process has the representaion 
!t = J\t<t)K(u)d,i(u) 
-oo 
where [,i (t.) ,l,(t.')] = µ(Ml4' )I and tr [h+.oo K( u)dµ( u)K*( u;J 
:..ex) 
is finite. Hence 
we get for ~t, 
F(t-u) = f(t)K(u) a.e.[µ]. 
Without·:loss of generality we can assume that F(t-u) and K(u) are defined 
for u = Q. Equation (5.3) then yields 
F(t) = j{t)K(O) for ~o 








' We therefore have the following result. 
Theor~m 5.1. Let ~t be continuous in q.m .. Then {~t) is wide-sense 
Markov stationary purely non-deterministic process iff 
(5.6) 
where Q is as in Theorem 3._3_ and [!(6),£(61 )] = µ(6nA')I, I being, MXM 
identity matrix where M equals the rank of the process. 
In conclusion we compare the above representation to that of Doob ((5)). 
First of all observe that if {~t) is Gaussian then it is wide-sense Markov if 
and only if it is Markov. Now let ~(t) = J\-uQ Sd!(u) then ~(t) is the t-process 
-00 
of Doob ((5), .... (4.3.14)). Comparing our results with the further analysis of 
Doob, it can be shown that the number of ones occurring in his diagonal 
matrix U(see (4.3.18) in [5]) is equal to the multiplicity of{~~). Finally 
one can write (5.6) in his\form (4.3.2). 
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